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REMEMBER when I looked after a
young hadeda who couldn’t quite
manage to take off on her own two
wings last year? It’d seemed like a
good idea at the time but my char-
itable deed has created an alarm-
ing precedent. Word’s spread. 

Now, not only do my rescued
hadeda’s offspring see it as their
rightful heritage to raid my
kitchen each day but hadedas from
across the country line up each
day at 5am. Rows of glistening-
grey feathered trenchcoats line
rooftops, reflecting the dawn light.
If I dare have a lie-in, their leader
sounds the reveille. I’m sure their
squawking sets off alarms in
nearby houses.

I’m well into a third generation
of beggars, um, I mean hadedas
now. What used to be a cute party
trick when one cautious hadeda
tip-clawed her way up to the dog’s
bowl in the kitchen has now be-

come an onslaught. The cocky
youngsters aren’t frightened by
said dog’s presence as they lay
siege to her bowl. Even when our
marmalade cat tries to block the
doorway with his bulk, which is
not inconsiderable, he is shoved
aside as they troop in like a well-
trained assault team. 

They now see it as normal that
I give them their daily bread. I’ve
had to resort to bread as dog food
is so expensive I can barely feed
the dog on it. So I buy the cheapest
bread and try not to think of the
hungry children it could feed in-
stead of beaky intruders. 

A while ago I decided to become
hard-hearted and closed the door
on them. There are only so many
times one can slip on hadeda poo
in one’s own kitchen, after all.

They must’ve known. It wasn’t
long before a daughter of the trail-
blazing bird set up a fragile nest in

a tree outside the window where I
work. She balanced precariously
on a frail branch just when I’d re-
solved to keep my back security
gate locked at all times. 

As I tried not to take any notice
of the nest, the soon-to-be mother
laid two eggs. Within weeks mot-
tled-brown shells fell from the sky.
Soon I could see two scrawny
necks sticking up over the nest,
squeaking desperately for food. 

Mother bird exhausted herself
flying back and forth with titbits. I
felt sorry for her. I know exactly
what it’s like trying to feed a
houseful of starving children. So I

decided to throw out a few choice
bits of dog food. Just for her. I even
let her come into the kitchen on
her own a few times. 

Soon it was with a sense of
pride that I watched mother bird
encourage her fledglings to stretch
their wings for the first time. I saw
first one, then the other, flutter to
the grass under the peppertree.
They stumbled around wide-
legged like drunk wind-up sol-
diers. I never thought a hadeda
could be adorable but these were. 

It was only a matter of time be-
fore they joined their mother out-
side my back door. Their cries be-
came more insistent as the days
went by. At one point mother bird
looked smaller than they were, so
worn-out was she by her constant
foraging for food. 

Her exhaustion resonated with
me. I remember the draining days
of nursing niggly toddlers only too

well. Mother bird officially became
the fifth member of my domestic
menagerie at that point. 

I heaved a sigh of relief every
time she threw her wings up in de-
spair and went off on a fly-about
for some peace. The two young-
sters waited on the rooftops, star-
ing after her in confused silence,
desperate for her return. But even
mother birds need a break. 

Once I thought the babies were
big enough to feed themselves, I re-
sorted to locking the back security
gate again, this time with steely re-
solve. That was until mother bird
came back with only one of her ba-
bies. And with a badly broken foot.
She limped towards the gate hope-
fully. I couldn’t bear it. Of course I
had to let her in. 

Within days word was out.
They all came back. Now it’s offi-
cial: I’m a complete pushover. Ask
any self-respecting hadeda.

JANET
VAN EEDEN
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T
HE MECHANICALS
Theatre Company is
ending its 2011 Summer
Season on a hysterically
high note with, what is
arguably, one of their

funniest and most accomplished
pieces to date. The Mechanicals’
Summer Season has thus far in-
cluded The Great Gatsby and A
Midsummer Night’s Dream. 

Gatsby, despite its sumptuous
costume design and intricate depic-
tion of the ’20s, felt just a little
unpolished on opening night. How-
ever, the latter was a raucous,
highly entertaining, and unique
approach to Shakespeare.

With Lovborg’s Women, the team
have clearly sharpened their wit
sticks even more, and their well-
oiled theatrical escapades produced
uproarious laughter that rippled
through the audience on opening
night. The show includes sketches
packed with parody, slapstick hu-
mour, drama, jealousy, lust, and
nerve-wrecking physical theatrical
feats. The original concept was cre-
ated by The Arena Theatre Com-
pany Mark Dymond, Jocelyn
Hughes, Keren Tahor, Jason Ralph
and Christopher Weare in 1997.

Directed by Christopher Weare,
the show spoofs the naturalistic
and realistic dramas of Jorgen
Lovborg, who was a rather peculiar
Scandinavian playwright with a
wild imagination. Lovborg, who
started writing when he was 14-
years’ old, had unhappy and bitter
relationships with members of the
opposite sex from which he drew

inspiration for a slew of multifac-
eted and entertaining female
characters. 

The Mechanicals, with rapier
sharp humour and their usual fear-
less approach to multifarious and
tortured characters, then reconsid-
ered Lovborg’s Women in the con-
text of modern reactions to the
genre of realism which dominated
the 1850s. Realism in the arts con-
cerns the depiction of subjects as
they appear in everyday life with-
out distortion or idealism of any
kind. To turn the whole spectacle
on its head, the actors then schizo-
phrenically adapt their characters
and stories of the original realism
approach to the various prevailing
zeitgeists: from the dreamy roman-
tic to bumbling through the eras of
expressionism, dadaism and surre-
alism, and so on. The actors also ex-
plore the works of Steven Berkoff,
DV8, and the late Marlene Blom.

Kate Liquorish and Mikkie-
Dene le Roux play a variety of the
female characters that include the
heartless mother-in-law, the roman-
tic who thinks she is seagull, an ar-
rogant actress, and a woman who is
said to be based on Loveborg’s
mother who was a trapeze artist
with the circus where she met his
father – the human cannonball. 

Both Liquorish and Le Roux
have clearly poured heart and soul,
and a heaps of talent, into the very

wide range of characters they por-
tray. Liquorish is spittingly wicked
as the mother-in-law with her fox
fur, complete with shrivelled head,
draped across her disapproving
shoulders. Mikkie-Dene le Roux is
spectacular as she struts onto stage
as Lady Gaga dressed in a most
absurd frock, typical of the bizarre
lady of pop.

Andrew Laubscher and Adrian
Collins are simply brilliant in their
range of male characters. Both get
to show off their great sense of tim-
ing, dead pan faces, and lampoon-
ing skills.

It is said that Lovborg’s first pro-
duced work, I Prefer To Yodel, was
staged when he was 61 years old.
His second work, While We Three
Haemorrhage, features a character
called Moltvick Dorf, which the
Mechanicals have embraced with
hilarity. Upon discovering that his
brother inherited an unmention-
able disease, Dorf absurdly decides
to fight his brother in court in or-
der to claim the disease as his own.
Laubscher and Collins’ many char-

acters include a chain-smoking
sleuth, a man who met his absurd
fate in a henhouse, and so many

more that it is at times tricky to
keep up with the rapidly changing
hilarity on stage.  

The actors also become the
props, and there is a lot of highly
acrobatic physical theatre which
will have you catch your breath.
The actors’ bodies reconstruct
chairs and creaking windows, and
nothing seems impossible for this
four-some. The spoofing is very
clever and we roared with laughter
at the sharp humour and the odd-
ball and refreshingly honest
characters. 

As always with the Mechanicals,
the costume design does not disap-
point. Magnificently textured
dresses depicting the various eras
and moods, sharp suits, and some-
times simple black leotards, trans-
port the action on stage to the next
scene.

l Lovborg’s Women plays at
Cape Town’s Intimate Theatre, in
Orange Street, until May 21. Book-
ings may be made with Luke Ellen-
bogen on 021 480 7128 or via luke.el-
lenbogen@gmail.com.
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Adrian Collins, left, andAndrew Laubscher in one of the skits elaborating on the naturalistic and realistic
dramas of Jorgen Lovborg. PICTURES: JESSE KRAMER

Mikkie-Dene le Roux brings a
contemporary flair to the show as
Lady Gaga.

Sharp humour, odd-ball characters
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